Abstract-Here, we study a networked control system with similar linear time-invariant plants. Using master stability function method we propose a network optimization method to minimize the feedback network order in the sense Frobenius norm. Then we verify our results with numerical example. We show that this method outperforms the known feedback network optimization methods namely matching condition.
Fig. 1: Considered Configurations for Networked Control
System [15] .
degrees, on the stability from the local dynamics of nodes. Since some of the networks in real world depict the behavior reflected by random networks [5] , [10] , we focus on analyzing the network of plants with random connections in either feedback network or plant network. Assuming a random feedback network which is also a subnet of plant network, we calculate the probability of stability. Then, we extent the scenario to a random network of plants modeled as Erdös-Rényi network, and compute the probability of stability in extreme cases such as very large network size, weak coupling and etc.
The rest of the paper is as follow, in following section the system model and required preliminaries to analyze the system is given. Then in the section III we analyze the system, and in the section IV numerical results are presented. And at the end we conclude the study.
II. NOTATIONS AND SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. Notations
The set of real n-vectors is denoted by R n and the set of real m × n matrices is denoted by R m×n . Matrices and vectors are denoted by capital and lower-case bold letters, respectively. The Euclidean (L 2 ) vector norm is represented by ||·||. When applied to a matrix ||·|| denotes the L 2 induced matrix norm, ||A|| = λ max (A T A). Also, we denote a graph corresponding to a network with G, and vector d denotes the corresponding degree sequence of the graph. Table I summarizes the variables used frequently in the rest of the paper.
B. System Description
Let assume that we have a network of plants with local dynamical matrix of D which are coupled by Ḣ
where R is the matrix associated with input vector of node i, u i is the local feedback matrix and b ij is binary variable which denotes the existence of coupling from node j to node i. Fig. 1 shows the configuration of such a network. Now consider the feedback network as
where c ji is binary variable denoting a feedback from node j to node i, L j is the outgoing feedback from node j to node i,. Since we are considering similar plants, L ii = K and L ji = L, where j = i. Thus, the state equation of node i with associated feedback network, L i iṡ
where a ji = c ji if j = i and zero otherwise. Defining F = D + RK and G = RL, we have the network state equation as
where
T where the superscript denotes the transpose operator.
III. NETWORK DESIGN
The network is asymptotically stable iff the eigenvalues ofF have negative real part. Since B is a feedback network to be designed, we can alway assume that A and B are jointly upper-triangularizable with unitary matrix, U, then the eigenvalues ofF are the union of eigenvalues of the matrices of the form F + λ i H + µ i G, where µ i and λ i are ith eigenvalues of A and B under the unitary transformation U, respectively (see the Appendix I). If we define the master stability function, σF(λ, µ), as the maximum real part of eigenvalues ofF, then, the network is stable iff σF(λ, µ) < 0. Here, we want to design a minimal feedback network in the sense of squared of Frobenius norm, min ||A||
A. Unweighted Feedback Network
To design a binary network with minimum links, which means choosing a network with minimum degree, we should solve following binary problem
subject to: a ij 's are binary
where the interval [f li , f ui ] is the closest interval to origin in which ith master stability function is negative. This binary optimization problem can be tackled by using Branch and Bound method, which is proven to be N P -hard.
B. Weighted Feedback Network
If there is no constraint on the adjacency matrix being unweighted, the problem to solve is reduced to choosing triangular matrix T such that A = QTQ * , and T has a [µ 1 , · · · , µ N = 0] as its diagonal entries. Thus, T can be obtained from
If (6) has a solution then the resultant weighted feedback network satisfies the master stability conditions, hence, it stabilizes G P . Since the objective function in (6) is Frobenius norm-squared of the adjacency matrix of the feedback network, hence we have the following equality
where tr(·) denotes the trace operator, and last equality follows from the fact that Q is unitary. Therefore, we can rewrite (6) as
subject to:
We know from the Schur decomposition that µ i 's are the diagonal entries of T. Thus, ||T|| 
The obvious choice for offdiagonal entries are t ij = 0 j = i, hence, the resultant T in (8) is a diagonal matrix and the problem is reduced to minimization problem for each i ∈ {1, · · · , N } as
This problem has complexity growth linearly with network size N . Although, it is shown that off-diagonal entries of T increases the number/weight of links in communication network, in general, those terms can be used to provide diversity which in turns results in more robust control network to avoid congestion, failing links or dealing with other security issues of the network.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
For the purpose of numerical demonstration, let
and H = 1 0 0 0 .
Lets choose
and to satisfy the matching condition (see for example [12] ) ∀i, j
Then we will have the master stability function given in Fig. 3 as a function of (λ, µ) , where λ and µ represent the eigenvalues of the plant network and the eigenvalues of feedback network, respectively. The region which returns negative value for master stability function is the stable region and all the possible feedback networks to make the overall network stable falls into this region. Fig. 4 shows the Frobenius norm of communication/feedback network versus network for both matching condition proposed in [12] and our proposed method for a ring plant network with k = 4-degree (see Fig. 2 ). As it an be seen the feedback network size for our method is substantially lower than that if [12] under matching condition, i.e., RL − H = 0. Now consider the globally connected plant network of size V. CONCLUSION Here we proposed a network optimization method based on master stability function to minimize the feedback network order in the sense Frobenius norm. As our results have shown our method always outperforms the benchmark method of matching condition. As a future research topic it is interesting to see if this method can be generalized to problem of synchronization of nonlinear oscillators. 
where U is unitary matrix, and T 1 and T 2 are uppertriangular matrices. Thus, we havẽ
From properties of Kronecker product we havẽ
and we know the eigenvalues of a matrix are the answer to the following equation
Since T 1 and T 2 are triangular and UU * = I, hence their diagonal entries are their eigenvalues. Hence the solution for the equation can be broke down to |F + λ i H + µ i G − sI| = 0, i = {1, · · · , N }, (16) where µ i 's and λ i 's are eigenvalues of matrices A and B, respectively. One of immediate results of (16) is that eigenvalues ofF are the union of eigenvalues of F + λ i H + µ i G for i = 1, · · · , N .
